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ADEQUATE WIRING means enough wires of large enough size to bring ample electric service into your home from the power company’s lines; enough branch circuits of large enough size to carry full power electric service to all your lights and appliances; enough outlets and switches to provide for convenient and efficient use of lights and appliances.

OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

DISINFECTS. DEODORIZES BLEACHES...REMOVES STAINS The Sani-Solution of 101 uses is a favorite with discriminating housekeepers. For clothes of snowy whiteness... NU-CLOZ bleach to perfection... for removing stains NU-CLOZ has countless friends as a deodorant just try NU-CLOZ. Costs so little do so much. Label gives many uses.

AT YOUR GROCERS DISTRIBUTED BY TYLER & SIMPSON CO. WHOLESALE GROCERS Norman, Pauls Valley, Ardmore and Duncan, Oklahoma, Fort Worth and Gainesville, Texas

The Latest... IN HOME FURNISHINGS Let us furnish your new home with the highest quality furniture at prices to fit your budget. When in Oklahoma City, come in and see our complete line of home furnishings.

Monroney’s DOC & BILL FURNITURE CO. 10 West Grand OKLAHOMA CITY Phone 3-1401

A paper copy of this issue is available at call number LH 1 .06S6 in Bizzell Memorial Library.
ORDER AND RENEW
Your Favorite Magazine
Through the University of Oklahoma (Alumni) Association

What—THROUGH YOUR Alumni Office NEW and RENEWAL subscriptions for almost all magazines may now be obtained. If you take several magazines expiring at different times, they can be sent to us with one check and the subscriptions will take effect on the respective expiration dates.

Gifts—ON GIFT subscriptions a gift card will be sent if so indicated.

Where—SEND THE subscription directly to the Alumni Office.

Cost—AS A SUBSCRIBER, you pay the rate charged by the publisher, whether it be: THE REGULAR RATE for a single yearly subscription or a SPECIAL OFFER FOR
1. A subscription of two or more years to the same person
2. A yearly subscription to two or more different persons, or AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER at a reduced rate for new subscribers to acquaint them with the publication.

Payment—MAKE CHECKS to the University of Oklahoma Association, Faculty Exchange, Norman, Oklahoma. If you make payment directly to the publisher, we lose our commission. Only one check is needed for several subscriptions. Charge orders are billed on the first of the month. Prompt payment is greatly appreciated.

When—SEND WELL IN ADVANCE. Sixty days may be needed for processing of publishers' delays. Delays occur also when you order directly, and it takes no longer through your Alumni Office.

Address Change—WHEN YOUR ADDRESS changes, just send us a card, and in turn we will notify the publisher of the magazine you have ordered.

Complaint—ANY COMPLAINT which the subscriber would ordinarily take up with the publisher should be sent to the Alumni Office.
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Send to: __________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

Gift □ Name of donor ________________________________

Address __________________________________________

Check Enclosed ________________________________ To Be Billed ________________________________

Here Are
Only A Few . . . . . . 1 Year

Life . . . . . . . . . . $6.00
Time . . . . . . . . . . 6.50
Vogue . . . . . . . . . . 7.50
Coronet . . . . . . . . . . 3.00
Colliers . . . . . . . . . . 3.00
American Home . . . . . . 2.50
Newsweek . . . . . . . . . . 6.50
Readers Digest . . . . . . 3.00
Parents Magazine . . . . . . 2.50
Good Housekeeping . . . . . . 3.50